The Division of Theater Arts
The Department of Fine Arts—Baylor University
presents

HAMLET

by WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Directed by PATRICIA COOK

Costumes Designed by JAMES W. SWAIN
Settings Designed by WILLIAM T. SHERRY

Dances Choreographed by RUTH BELEW
Lighting Designed by TIMOTHY M. LOGAN

Original Score and Electronic Adaptation by BRENT BLAIR and PATRICIA TOLLETT

Fencing Choreographed by STEPHEN PETTY

CAST

Francisco: Douglas Duncan
Bernardo: Thorn Gilbert
Marcellus: Carl Noonan
Horatio: Rich Waugh
Ghost: Paul W. Thompson
Claudius: Randal Wilson
Gertrude: Cynthia Matthes* Tina Hightower**
Counsellors to Claudius: John Beard, Stephen Petty
Ladies in Waiting: Annette Dixius, Lori Greenlee, Janyne J. Peek

Polonius: Matt Lagan
Voltemand: Eric Eddy
Cornelius: Ricky Long
Laertes: Bill Barto
Hamlet: Christopher Coleman
Oscar: J. Scott Evans
Priest: Bill Morey
Ophelia: Karen Peterson* Carol Small**
Rosencrantz: Kevin Nollenberg
Guildenstern: David Merbeth
Player King: Stephen Petty
Player Queen: Jannelle Appetson
Lucianus: Eric Eddy
Musician: Neale Jones
Fortinbras: John Beard
Captain: Bill Morey
Laertes' Rabble: John Beard, David Merbeth, Bill Morey,
Sailor: Kevin Nollenberg, Carl Noonan
Claudius' Honor Guard: Douglas Duncan
English Ambassador: Matt Lagan, Bill Morey

PRODUCTION STAFF

Assistant Director, Production Stage Manager: Ted Doolittle
Stage Manager: Lisa Simmons
Set Mistress: Jean Williams
Light Mistress: Christi Moore
Sound Mistress: Nancy Lutz
Costume Mistress: Cathy White
Properties Mistress: Valerie Anderson
Makeup Master: Russell Latham
House Mistress: Julie Ann Snell

CREWS

Set—Alison Frost, Monty Hicks, Neale Jones, Linda Wissman
Sound—Vincent Young
Costume—Lori Brooks, Renee Cox, Suzanne Dunlap, Lynn Howerton,
Jannette Lowell, Carl Powell, Clay Storseth
Properties—Burton Curtis, Jana Johnson, Maha Kattan, Lori Marsh,
Suzette McCarlies, Amy Ross, Laura Wortham
Makeup—Valerie Reichart, Amy Stuart
House—Camille Goodrich

*Appearing January 24, 26, 28
**Appearing January 25, 27, 29

There will be two 15 minute intermissions.

Refreshments will be available in the Student Lounge.

Performances January 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 1983
7:30 p.m. Jesse H. Jones Theatre
GRADUATE ASSISTANT
Randal Wilson

UNDERGRADUATE ASSISTANTS
Valerie Anderson
Bill Barto
Thom Gilbert
Tina Hightower
Matt Lagan
Russell Latham
Rich Waugh
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